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ABSTRACT

Design research has recently turned to theoretical perspectives, including care ethics and posthumanism, to counter the industrial processes that have led to climate crisis. As design theorists and ethnographers of interaction, we researched experimental eco-farming in a community that shared many of these theoretical and ideological commitments. Our goal was not to offer an account of use and provide design implications in support of it. Instead, we chose to identify concrete practices and artifacts that embody the sorts of industrial transformations that we are seeking—even if they are manifest in an imperfect or partial form. We encountered practices focused on community building, local resilience to climate disruptions, experiments in eco-farming, economic survival, and attracting the next generation. One interlocutor translated these concerns into a simple binary, asking, “do we want to live here?” This paper contributes to a design research agenda that might (eventually) provide an affirmative answer.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The planet is facing ecological crisis. Industrialization—a practice that combines mass production, distribution, and consumption; the extraction of physical materials and economic value from people and places; and the development of systems and logistics that maintain and extend these activities—is heavily implicated in that crisis. HCI is one discipline among many that reflects and perpetuates industrial practices. Today, what once looked like clever subjugation of natural phenomena enabled by rapidly developing science disciplines, is now recognized as bad husbandry and poor justice, ushering in climate emergency and irreversible, life-threatening planetary changes [54].

Even so, much design work continues with little thought to where this trajectory will lead. Even people worried about unsustainable futures go to work and contribute to that unsustainability, their agency no match for the wider material and discursive practices of designing [57]. Calls for sustainability in HCI go back at least a dozen years (e.g., [12]), and have led to research on tools that make individuals more aware of their own consumption or facilitate the distribution of energy use away from peak times. The growing movement of SCHI [12, 13, 44, 58, 67, 80, 81, 95, 105] has now congregated round the need for total system change (though many of its writings are cautionary rather than offering alternative methodology or process). They advocate that, like other disciplines connected to industrial development, HCI must do more than help individual consumers tweak behaviors. Small adjustments, rather than transformative thinking, to be seen in agendas worldwide, falls under what Fry calls “sustaining the unsustainable”: that is, merely delaying catastrophe [35] (a little). We align with movements in SCHI that look beyond protecting current economic, social and environmental relations [58, 80, 95], but seek renewal for ethical reasons – there are fairer and healthier ways to co-exist – and practical reasons – already baked-in Anthropocenec changes will demand radical changes in lifestyle.

In other words, the whole system of production, distribution, and consumption must change, in line with values other than the pursuit of economic growth. We need “a significant reorientation of design from the functionalist, rationalistic, and industrial traditions from which it emerged, and within which it still functions at ease, towards a type of rationality and set of practices attuned to the relational dimension of life” ([32], p42). We note that, historically, HCI has supported industry goals. We also recognize that functionalism has always informed design, as evident in Simon’s classic formulation: “To design is to devise courses of action aimed at changing existing situations into preferred ones” [95], or the ubiquity of the maxim, “form follows function.” So, we see HCI as a in a bind: we need to be designerly enough to rethink and remake our world, but an element most in need of change is the nature of designing itself. What we are calling “anthropocentric functionalism”—the pursuit of efficiency and a human-centered appropriation of the world’s resources—lies at the heart of what has been wrong with design, so we will need an alternative—an alternative that operates cohesively at the levels of theory, ideology, and practice.

As with others in HCI and design, we have been reading from care ethics [11, 89, 90], posthumanism [45, 46, 89, 103, 104, 108],
and ecofeminism [111, 112], finding in them ideas and provocations that seem to suggest an alternative to anthropocentric functionalism. Yet reading theory in search of alternatives is one thing; actually transforming industrial production, distribution, and consumption is altogether different. Such a transformation will likely require years if not decades of experimentation with new models—all while still maintaining economies and quality of life. Scoped to our discipline—human-computer interaction design—we have seen some early projects, but transforming the field’s research and development practices along these lines has barely begun: the project is almost too large to imagine, even as new technological developments in artificial intelligence and cloud computing race ahead. Whatever the practical alternative to anthropocentric functionalism is in HCI, it cannot be deduced from a collection of readings.

As a research field, HCI often advances through encounters with instances of practice connected to designing and making, from Carrol and Kellogg’s design “artifact as theory-nexus” [19] to Research through Design [4, 116] and more recently critical and speculative design [2, 30]. As authors, we have worked separately and together in the past, researching creativity support tools, making, and participatory design. We have seen how certain individual cases—design artifacts and the stories of their creation and use—have had strong impacts on the advancement of HCI theory, from the study of Wikipedia as a paradigm example in the theorization of collective intelligence to the role of the 3D printer in stories of the maker movement. We realized that reimagining HCI along the lines proposed in care ethics, posthumanist, and ecofeminist theories would likely unfold in conjunction with many cases. The present essay expresses our efforts to engage a few such cases in the hope of enriching the field’s theoretical repertoire as to what a post-anthropocentric-functionalist HCI might look like. A key take-home of this work is to encourage HCI to engage with restorative agricultural research and practice not just as a domain that can benefit from better IT systems, but also as a research field that takes stewardship of the biosphere seriously and has an inherent connection to land and place.

In this respect, we see agricultural practices as both a topic of study for applying HCI and a helpful analogy, for, in needling redesign, HCI is far from alone. We note that agriculture—another industrialized domain of production—is facing the same issues. Agriculture requires intervention: it is tied to environmental unsustainability and, if/when it fails, it leads to mass starvation and political instability (c.f., Syria’s refugee crisis). Yet agriculture is also a site of hope, for two reasons. First, its relatively low barriers to entry and openness to experimentation makes it amenable to widespread, bottom-up discovery. Second, its connectedness with the soil literally and figuratively grounds innovation practices in the links between human and non-human processes and health. Thus, in its positioning as a “human-centered” practice that both causes and suffers from climate change, which also supports histories of experimental innovation and alternative practices, agriculture might offer cases that can inform our efforts in HCI to pursue a more sustainable field. For, as in HCI, agriculture’s narrow focus has made it vulnerable to contributing to long-term violation of the qualities in the world that humans and other life need to flourish, even as it operates short-term optimization processes.

As ethnographers of interaction, we researched experimental eco-farming in a community in Taiwan that appeared to share many of the same theoretical and ideological commitments expressed in care ethics, posthumanism, and ecofeminism; indeed, some members in that community were engaging with these readings themselves. We wanted to use our ethnographic work as a material to think with. In other words, the goal of our ethnography was not to offer an account of use that might inform technological development to support such use (e.g., to develop software that helps farmers predict crop yields). Instead, our goal was to identify concrete practices and artifacts that embody the sorts of industrial transformations that we are seeking—even if they are manifest in an imperfect or partial form—akin to a methodology used elsewhere in HCI (e.g., [6, 70]) and evocative of Cooper’s everyday utopias [25]. The goal is not to find a viable solution (convenient as that would be) but rather to discover new connections, juxtapositions, framings, etc., that might help us picture and pursue alternatives to the present. Beyond our general appeal to engage with restorative agriculture, our research suggests three interrelated implications:

- HCI researchers and practitioners should more intentionally design resources that are place-based and sharable by all those who share the space, i.e., relational assets [65, 66].
- HCI should fully leverage its own resources to advance the field—not to retreat into a nostalgic past—so as to support flourishing biosystems.
- HCI designers should factor land usage and interspecies relations into any consideration of IT development and deployment.

These implications are ideological as well as methodological. One of our interlocutors posed a question that got at the heart of our project, when she wondered “whether one has the desire to live here.” Wanting to live here captures a range of issues central to life: it is an ongoing confidence in having enough to eat, finding work that is meaningful and appropriately compensated, identifying like-minded people to move amongst, having adequate shelter from extreme weather events and its effects, living according to one’s values and cultural traditions, having opportunities to grow, enjoying natural scenery and open spaces. It reflects a desire in us to have space for flourishing rather than sheer survival. It found resonance in one researcher’s stated mission to ask, “how do we dwell together well and how might we do so better?” [62] Though the anthropocentric functionalism of the industrial revolution has helped to alleviate hunger and poverty while supporting a middle class, nonetheless its complicity in climate change, labor injustice, race and gender injustice, and disease spread has high costs: increasingly, communities don’t “want to live here” (or literally cannot). In seeking to unpack and understand wanting to live here, we were brought back to the significance of place, which has long been an important theme in HCI, reflected in the influential paper [47] that critiqued the notion of space as a container in which things happen, to emphasize the social and semantic significances of place, and defined place for a generation of HCI. Subsequent work has problematized these relations further [22, 29, 68], but much has considered this in an urban context. Our work led us to a more physical and material conception of place: the ways that human bodies are disposed alongside animal, plant, and microbiological bodies as
collaborators, bystanders, competitors, resources, enemies—and how these shape living practices, from sustaining oneself to doing engineering. In short, our work suggests that, informed by restorative agriculture, HCI might orient itself more intentionally towards developing and/or supporting place-based common resources (and the “relational assets” that emanate from them); that HCI research should be forward-looking and anti-nostalgic, so as to play to and further develop its disciplinary strengths better aligned with sustainability goals; and that land-use and more-than-human relations (including underlyng infrastructure, such as server farms and mineral extraction) should be a consideration for future platform and system design. Doing so better aligns HCI with the broader imperative of “wanting to live here.”

2 BACKGROUND
Concern for the course of HCI is not new; the discipline evolves swiftly and one of its historical strengths, we believe, has been its self-awareness and reflexivity. HCI self-critiques manifest in a long history of books and papers that identify and challenge fundamental assumptions about the field, including its ties to rationalism, individualism, and work. At a time when HCI’s alignments with capitalist consumption are being widely questioned as contributing toward climate crisis, we build on that tradition of self-critique, even considering whether the discipline should have a future.

2.1 Doing and Undoing Human-Centered Design
An early theme in HCI was the importance of human-centered approaches in the face of a technology-centered industry [83]. The mantra of efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction in use became enshrined in standards (ISO 9241-11). Yet critiques of HCI’s rationalism came swiftly (e.g., [1, 93, 102, 114]) and have recurred ever since. Pleasure and experience joined ease-of-use (e.g., [14, 76]) and the humanities were invoked [2]. “Third-wave HCI” [17, 47] confronted HCI’s failure to address sociality and aesthetics.

However, though a broader understanding of affective dimensions developed, nothing fundamentally altered the anthropocentric focus, further cementing HCI in service to economic growth agendas. Light [60] observes that HCI is “dependent on technology-led research councils and industry for its continued freedom to practice – and which is often validated by its relation to successful R&D” (p431). Yet, little has been said, within the field, about its overly close ties to economic development and capital (e.g., consumerism). Even Dunne & Raby’s speculations, using design to reflect on the harms of global commerce and capitalist regimens [29], are criticized for neoliberal individualism [105].

More recently, a number of HCI voices have critiqued design for its environmental failures [12, 20, 100], including the economic basis of the design industry [80], and argued to replace exploitative practices with humanity, decency and respect [61, 67, 72], with the need to introduce alternatives to the control paradigm [73]. Concerns have been raised, too, about the ideology informing HCI, which began by infusing prospective environmental solutions with the same narrow Modern horizon that dominates the mainstream [28]. Likewise, Fry [35] warns that “Change cannot and should not be reduced to instrumental actions” (p4); the change he calls for is nothing short of a transformation in all our political processes and our understanding of ourselves to avoid “defuturing” the world (p10). Now, even the human-centeredness of a field constituted to study humans in relation to machinery has been challenged from within. New work (e.g. [34, 50, 62, 97]) offers proposals to de-center design. In all of this, we see the beginning of a new, more ecological, thinking, though the pathways to significant impact on the mainstream remain unclear.

2.2 Alternatives to Anthropocentric Functionalism
Along with others in HCI, we draw from theories of posthumanism and care ethics as part of our contribution to the project of reimagining HCI and design. Posthumanism expands the circle of moral concern, extending subjectivities beyond the human species. Forlano [34] links posthumanism to design, invoking “critical race theory and decolonial theory to consider how emergent design perspectives might better support values such as equality and justice for humans and nonhumans that have been traditionally ignored in design processes” (p16). Smith et al. [97] consider ways that design can support interspecies cohabitation on an urbanizing planet, leveraging concepts of “natureculture” and “hybrids” from feminist technoscience and STS. Liu et al. introduce the concept of collaborative survival and envision how HCI might support it via tactics of engagement, attunement, and expansion [74].

Prominent in inspiring a new wave of design is Haraway’s Staying with the Trouble [46], which builds on Whitehead’s notion that “Beings do not pre-exist their relations” (p6). Haraway describes humans as “companions species” co-existing with billions of symbionts, not least in our bodies. Puig de la Bellacasa [90], combines ecological thinking, with its emphasis on de-centering the human, with care ethics. She borrows from Star and Ruhleder [98] to discuss infrastructural break-down, the moment when hidden infrastructure becomes visible. Speaking of soil, she notes that the existence of fertilizer is proof that something has gone wrong—the soil is unable to nourish—and that chemical intervention both solves and perpetuates the problem: “if soil ecology was working and healthy, most of us could go just around without really noticing it. Noticing it is an event, what we do with that event is what matters: our responses are part of the relational infrastructural arrangement.”[89].

Care ethics focuses on interdependence. Co-operation, not (the invisible hand of) competition, is the underlying organization of the living world, evident in all relations, preceding humans as a species. Benhabib [11] distinguishes between two forms of mutuality. The mutuality of justice ethics is based in formal reciprocity, such as the obligation that humans have to other humans, the mutuality of civic laws: I won’t steal from you, and you won’t steal from me. The mutuality of care ethics is concrete and particularized; it includes the obligations we have to others in virtue of their particularity—for example, a parent’s particular response to the cries of an infant. Such ethics are complementary [11]: the infant cannot reciprocate at that stage of life. From this perspective, obligation is not a moral choice, but an intrinsic characteristic of existing [90]. Thus, care ethics is not an abstract question of how to formulate just laws, but acknowledgment of the indivisibility of all things, located in
2.3 Agricultural Research in HCI

In the case studies below, we discuss how farmers—many of whom have relocated from cities and industrial professions, including software engineering—work with agricultural practices, new technologies, and alternative economics in the search for an economy of food production that marries care with the possibility of livelihood.

Agriculture, as a whole, is a particularly relevant domain of study for HCI and design. Not only is it a data intensive endeavor, using digital systems to report on conditions, manage logistics and optimize output, but it is a useful analogy for other functionalist systems. Agricultural research in HCI can be divided into studies that work within a conventional productivity paradigm and those that seek to challenge it. An example of the former, drawn from a development context where the economics suggest the practices of mainstream agriculture, is Oduor et al.’s [85] work in rural Kenya. There, rural farmers were interested in accessing farming information that increases yields (e.g., soil fertility, distribution of irrigation water, and sales opportunities); seeking to use ICT tools to support commercial viability. This resonates with a line of research on technology accessibility and adaption[41,79,99,110].

At the other end of the scale, DiSalvo and Jenkins [27] describe a system for alerting communities to the ripeness of fruit in the neighborhood to support foraging. Work in urban agriculture focuses on community engagement, collective activism, and citizen science [21, 49, 51, 84]. For example, Steup et al.’s [100] study shows that small-scale farmers collectively act as a “tiny public” to shift food sovereignty away from big supermarket chains to local food producers. Barbieri et al [10] consider the damage that the highly technologized practices of industrial agribusiness is doing, proposing a limits model and calling for a re-definition of success that embraces inefficiency and centers on both human nourishment and ecological flourishing (p72).

However, most studies place the relation between people and technology at the center of analysis, with a few exceptions: Raghavan et al. [91] turn to agroecology, a farming method using ecological principles (e.g. the flow of natural resources, the rhythm of growth) to produce high yields while reducing negative environmental impacts. Liu et al. [71] propose using permaculture—working with nature to replace the traditional control model in industrial farming. Liu et al. leverage posthumanist concepts of noticing differently and companion species to unpack relations between human and nonhuman actors in their study of experimental farming practices [72]. In the present work, we are interested in unpacking mutuality as it manifests in interactions between human and nonhuman stakeholders, learning from these more care-oriented practices, but using the studies here to analogize rather than offering them as the topic of transformation.

3 ADVANCING THEORY USING ETHNOGRAPHY

The authors of this essay have in the past separately focused on many of the central concerns of this essay—HCI and care, posthumanism, and environmental justice—and now come together to pool insights and perspectives. The result is a collaborative essay that critically engages HCI and seeks to contribute to agendas that reposition the field in light of environmental crisis. To support this project of making fundamental change in our field, we chose to examine a number of cases from fieldwork conducted by part of the research team, in which the whole team found phenomena that seemed to embody many of the practical, intellectual, and ideological values with which we were engaging.

The cases were drawn from ethnographic fieldwork conducted in Taiwan by two of the authors, who have been researching innovation there since 2011, documented in [7, 8, 36, 37, 70, 71, 73]. In the context of this essay, we foreground ethnographic field research conducted in 2017 and 2018 in one farming village in rural Taiwan. Our focus on these cases relates to our concerns and we picked them from many others to show the rethinking of practice in the light of different conceptions as to how the world might be assem- bled. This sampling of cases acknowledges the theme of interest to the researchers—agricultural innovation—while accepting that a focus on a single area, as here, also involves some serendipity in the choice of the particular agriculturists to observe and interview. In this, it resembles other recent work to understand place-based socio-technical innovation [66]. However, we would argue that the small farms of Taiwan are a particularly fecund area for innovation because of Taiwan’s complex international status, including its key role in global IT manufacturing, its complex relationships with the People’s Republic of China and the United States, and its colonial histories involving Europe, China, and Japan.
We do not go extensively into the methodology of data collection in this essay, since we do not recount these experiences and observations to make them replicable, but to show how thinking and acting relate when particular values are invoked. Instead, we describe how we decided these cases were relevant to our concerns and how we then conducted analysis together.

**Including which Data:** Our data included field notes, photos, audio recordings, and artifact collections from farmlands that included flyers, catalogs, and booklets farmers created to promote their products, community-building activities and events, among others. Interviews were conducted in both Mandarin Chinese and English, and the English quotes in this essay were all translated by the authors, one of whom is a native speaker of Chinese. Our interlocutors include farmers, residents of farmlands we visited, agricultural policy makers in Taiwan, and more. Since Taiwanese farmers engage in activities and practices both in person and online (e.g., announcing events, exchanging how-to tips, and documenting and sharing farming activities in forums and social media such as Facebook), it was necessary to engage with subjects in their own terms, so we employed a set of digital ethnographic approaches [16, 52, 77] to learn how experimental agricultural activities and interaction unfolds virtually and how farmers interface with others outside of the farming communities.

**Interpretive Procedures:** The research team conducted data analysis through a procedure known as *explication de texte* [35], or close reading, an analytical method originating in the humanities [86, 92]. All three researchers involved in the analysis have training in the humanities and are experienced with this analytical practice. Broadly, the *explication de texte* proceeds as follows: initially the analyst seeks to build literacy with the main contents of the texts. This literacy, which might be characterized as knowledge that any other reader would share, gradually develops into sensitivity for the particular data set. Developing it, we examine our interlocutors’ use of narrative structures, allusive resonances, connotation, diction, metaphor, etc. This phase follows an iterative, dialogic process, alternating between reading alone and reading together, and between reading theory and analyzing textual data—mutually informing one another until a picture emerges that seems to resonate with participant discourses and activities, our inquiry goals, theoretical resources, and our experiences.

**Envisioning Alternatives:** We used the ethnographies in a speculative way to help us envision alternative design futures. We took inspiration from long-term projects to observe how social entrepreneurs and other change-makers have configured their environments in pursuit of ecologically viable and restorative design (e.g., [66], [15]). We modelled our approach on what [70] refer to as “anticipatory design,” a practice that uses “images […] to creatively and speculatively imagine […] a world not yet existing, but potentially worth pursuing” (p1395). As we analyzed the ethnographies, we sought to find in them “fragments” or “glimmers” of that world worth pursuing—even if those fragments were partial, flawed, or incomplete. The goal was not to predict the future, but rather to imaginatively “explore a radically better future without attempting to define it” ([6], p11). In our writeup, we occasionally use poetic language to try to evoke our experience of encountering these places and the stories we heard about them.

### 4 WALKING THE GARDEN FORESTS

Shengou Village (深溝村) is located in the rural Yuanshan township of Taiwan’s breadbasket, Yilan County. In recent years, Yuanshan has become a site where experimental farmers seeking alternatives have come together with a shared vision amid commitments to pursuing sustainable futures in food production. A new generation of farmers is arriving in Shengou, many of whom are young, former city dwellers and professionals (e.g., lawyers, engineers, biologists, cultural anthropologists, media producers, designers, and architects) with advanced degrees. These smallholder farmers collectively express a desire to live in a different kind of human-land relationship. They practice and experiment with alternative farming techniques and principles to address ever-increasing deleterious environmental impacts; they seek to create symbiotic (as opposed to competitive) communities to improve civic and communal farming life; and they proactively cultivate affective relationships with small animals and insects often found in farmlands, for the betterment of a more resilient agricultural ecosystem.

We chose this research site to reflect different approaches to experimental farming, including organic farming, eco-friendly farming, small-scale farming, and farm hacking. We had two inquiry objectives: to understand 1) how contemporary ecological farming practices are developing alternatives to industrial agriculture, in hopes of exploring the potential transfer of such practices into HCI; 2) how these practices embody, exemplify and/or problematize strategies and tactics advocated by care ethics, posthumanist theory and ecofeminism. As is common in critical intellectual traditions, we move from descriptive accounts of our object of inquiry (to establish a basis of mutual understanding) towards increasingly interpretative ones (to develop our contribution). Thus, each of our vignettes is initially descriptive, while more interpretative claims are offered later in the essay.

#### 4.1 Problems of Scale

Tucked away in Shengou village (深溝村), Land Dyke Family Farm (about 0.16 hectares of rice paddy) is a women’s cooperative farm founded in 2012 by social activist Shawn Wu. The name Land Dyke was coined by American eco-feminists in the 1970s at the height of returning-to-the-land movement [Lin, 2017]. The six feminist queer farmers take inspiration from principles of collective cooperation to create a more community-based agriculture. They learned how to grow vegetables from 73-year-old Zhu Mei-chiao, a female veteran vegetable farmer, and decided to live and work together in Shengou village with rice cultivation as the primary crop and fruit and vegetables as supplement. Like other small-scale friendly farmers in Yuanshan township, Land Dyke is committed to eco-friendly farming and follows the sustainability principles of the *Yilan Eco-friendly Smallholder Farmers’ Alliance*: it forbids pesticides, chemical fertilizers, and harming lives if they do not harm the crops, and the use of imported supplies [53]. Land Dyke, like many smallholder farmers in Yilan, does not own, but rather leases their farm plots.

Forbidding pesticides, of course, still leaves pests, and for the Land Dyke farmers, that would spell trouble: an infestation with tree-destroying scale insects threatened the orchard they were leasing. Land Dyke farmers noticed the presence of the insects in
March of 2018 when the citrus trees started to bloom. Between March and June, members of Land Dyke did what they could with non-chemical control methods, such as wiping and washing affected leaves with lukewarm water and soap, flushing the infected bit of orchard with water, physically destroying ant nests on the trees, and spraying the infested plants with neem oil (biodegradable organic broad-spectrum pesticide). Nothing worked. The scale insects gained ground, in part because of the unusually high temperatures in the region, the delay of the 2018 monsoon season, and the insufficient quantity of ladybugs — the scale insects’ natural predator.

The vulnerability of the crops combined with the economic precariousness of the farmers all but guaranteed the outcome: Land Dyke was forced to spray pesticides to save the citrus. The use of pesticides in this case was not determined by an overarching industrial farming strategy, but more sadly was situated within an ethic of care. We see this in two ways. One is in the individual and situated relationship of the Land Dyke farmers and their trees; the farmers’ emotional telling of the story is evidence. The other is the farmers’ care for their neighbors’ farms, that is, their sense of responsibility to keep the blight to themselves and not to let their problems harm their neighbors. Stated in Star and Ruhleder’s theoretical language [98], the destruction of the crop was an event to be noticed, and the resulting “back-up mechanism” — spraying pesticides to help save a farming alliance largely defined by its shared commitment to avoid pesticides — emphasizes the infrastructural breakdown.

Environmental anthropologist Mathews introduces the idea of landscape structure, encouraging understanding of landscape as making “visible multiple throughscapes, landscape patterns that overlap and lie through each other,…structured by particular more-than-human relations and proceed according to their own rhythms” ([75], p406). One may imagine the story told from the point of view of the scales, who discovered a proverbial land of milk and honey, or of otherwise harmless insects in the same area, who were killed en masse for being at the wrong place at the wrong time. In this case, the landscape of the orchard, with its monocrop vulnerable to scale insects, who are in turn vulnerable to pesticides, only supported one story, one pattern, one throughscape. The alternative is a practice of noticing more-than-human assemblages of people, plants, insects, and landscape is contingent, partial, tentative, at times speculative, and in back-and-forth movement: a story with “many beginnings and coexisting histories that give rise to multiple futures” [75]. It is to such a story that we now turn.

4.2 Scratchy Weeds and Moonlit Ponds

A moped ride away in Shengou Village, one finds Chen Xing-Yan (陳幸福) in one of his fields. Xing-Yan was born to a farming family, but left farming to pursue a degree and career in software engineering. Later, Xing-Yan decided to return to his roots, moving to Shengou Village and setting up his own farm. His engineering background shapes his farming, but not always in ways that one might predict. For example, he founded Open Hack Farm, a place where farmers and technologists devoted to sustainable agricultural innovation develop experiments with location-aware sensor systems. Likewise, he developed Farmer’s Helper, a chatbot to alert farmers about severe weather, possible pest attacks, and to make planting recommendations.

One might expect his farm to display the structured rationality of his disciplinary training. But his plots don’t look like farms at all: there are no tidy rows of similar plants, wooden scaffolds, bug screens, walkways, or other visual signs of agriculture. Standing at the side of the road, we were confronted with an apparently haphazard amalgam of weeds, mud, insects, and crops. We scanned left and right before asking Xing-Yan where his farm was. Laughing, he said it was right in front of us. We took a last look at our clean shoes before taking a step of faith from the asphalt. Xing-Yan characterizes his farms as garden forests (chai-yuan-seng-ling: 森林菜園). That is, each farm is a small but whole ecosystem. Instead of seeing unplanted vegetation as weeds, he sees them as companions to his rice [71]. They are there to serve a purpose: they cover the soil and maintain its moisture, offer shelter to critters in his field, help compete against other invasive weeds and provide sugar glucose through photosynthesis to feed the soil’s microorganisms. That’s a lot of work, he observes, and he’d rather let them do it than to do it himself.

Xing-Yan’s blend of software engineering and agricultural labor can be subtle and hard to see on his farm, but in other cases it is much more straightforward. Each year in the spring, the fertile fields of Yilan come back to life for a new year. As the soil warms up and the spring rains fall, seeds sprout and critters emerge. Marking this event is an annual agricultural ritual known as jingzhe (驚蛰), signifying the new season’s return of insects and small critters. Among those critters are golden treasure snails, which every spring awaken from their winter hibernation seeking to fill their bellies with tender rice seedlings. Because they reproduce at a baffling speed, they can quickly overwhelm rice paddies [104], leading to one of the area’s time-honored traditions among eco-farmers. Guided by the traditional Chinese lunar calendar, usually on a cool March midnight, the rice farmers in Yilan come out to confront tens of thousands of hungry golden treasure snails. Standing up to their ankles in the chill water, the farmers bend over to pick the snails up by hand, depositing them in buckets.

The back-breaking labor involved in snail harvesting gives a strong incentive to use pesticides. But the snails are not the only living creatures in the rice paddies, which contain shrimp, waterfowl, water scorpions, mole crickets, fish, paddy frogs, toads, clams and an even wider assortment of microorganisms. Pesticides used against snails would kill most of these, utterly changing the ecology, and requiring an assemblage of “backup mechanisms” to compensate. Moreover, Xing-Yan believes that these organisms together can do a much better job farming than any farmers.

Balancing the needs to decrease the physical labor and pain required to deal ethically with the snails and allow non-human “farmers” to work, Xing-Yan recently collaborated with other rice paddy farmers and open-source enthusiasts to develop an automated, time-controlled picking system for golden treasure snails (Figure 1), using 3D-printed parts and hardware readily available in Taiwan. The system works by attracting the snails to the circular apparatus first. A slow-moving gate gently rotates to contain them. Once confined, they can be easily carried away.

From the Open Hack Farm, which resembles an outdoor 3D printer beside a barn, to his visually chaotic garden forests, to
his brightly-hued DIY snail collector, Xing-Yan exhibits variations of what it might look like when an accomplished engineer subordinates himself to a natural ecosystem. Here, he supports the overall natural system much as fellow constituents— weeds, insects, microbes—all do their parts, working sweaty shoulder to diaphanous wing. Xing-Yan was animated when he shared with us his principle of “allowing all living creatures and organisms to carry out their work naturally and independently.” He believes the ecology is already in place, and his job as a farmer is not to change or to dominate it, but simply to “facilitate” what nature is already doing. Xing-Yan’s efforts demonstrate that even sophisticated human disciplinary practices can be subordinate to natural and otherwise non-human systems, while remaining both efficacious and professionally fulfilling.

4.3 Spots on our Apples, the Birds and the Bees

Nearby, in a farm plot separate from the scale-infested fruit orchard, Land Dyke farmers also experiment. Farmer Joelle Chevrier (also known as 雪青) is an American who was studying Chinese literature in Taipei when she joined the farm in 2015. Joelle is one of the “half farmers, half X,” who extends her income doing translation work.

In 2019, Joelle celebrated over social media the success of her experiment in what she referred to as abandoned farming (棄作農法). Her idea in the spring was to plant in such a way that the farm self-regulates and ultimately produces crops without further human intervention; hence, the farmers “abandon” their farms. The key, she explains, is in “identifying crops that are strong enough to compete with invasive weeds in the fields to survive extreme heat and humidity in the summer in Taiwan with little care from farmers.” This strategy fits in this climate, because Yilan’s summer fields are treacherous as a result of fast-growing weeds, insects, and other organisms.

Later that summer, Joelle returned to her “abandoned” fields to discover, with a combination of surprise and triumph, that under the weeds and grass buzzing with mosquitoes, her farm was filled with pumpkins, eggplants, water spinach, and a “small, ugly, insect-bitten, yet nonetheless completely edible” loofah. Her practice here is akin to what Tsing and her colleagues [108] refer to as “feral proliferations”—the “mixings of insides and outsides” of human structures, such as farms. Instead of attempting to minimize, if not outright obliterate, these feral proliferations, Joelle has engaged in the kind of experiment that reframes relationships among human farmer, crop, and feral life.

As with Xing-Yan’s garden forest, Joelle’s abandoned farm embodies an alternative to the conventional monocrop farm, with more resistance to monocrop farms’ vulnerabilities —e.g., systematic crop destruction because of insects, disease, and so on. The farms accordingly lose the geometry that many of us associate with agriculture: their square plots, irrigation circles, replications of neat rows. Joelle makes clear that her produce loses some of its traditional aesthetics—her produce is ugly, though “still edible.” Yet the shapely aesthetics of farms and produce come with a heavy price. As Tsing et al. [108] write, conventional farms are simplified into a “modular” system (e.g., plots, rows) the better to facilitate management. But what is managed is not merely crops, soil, and insects, but also the labor required to make them productive. They argue, Contemporary plantations . . . carry histories of slavery and the displacement of indigenous communities. This “modular” simplification has spread around the world together with human coercion as plantation labor; this regimentation of human and nonhuman life must be thought together. Plantations attempt to reduce the number of living things in an area to just one kind; everything but that which is required for the reproduction of the economic product should be eliminated. ([108], p189)

When Xing-Yan and Joelle reconfigure the physical arrangement of their farm plots, they also reconfigure the labor of who does what. Weeds, bugs, and microbes start to do farming tasks that otherwise would have been done by manual laborers, machines, and chemicals. And tasks to optimize the farm and produce conventional agricultural aesthetics are not done at all. Xing-Yan explains, “the foundation of farming lays in the soil, and the healthiness of the crops have a lot to do with the microorganisms within it, so the most important task for me is to cultivate soil with compost. . . if you provide a good cultivation environment the crops naturally will grow well. It’s not even my task to worry about the pests.”

Xing-Yan and Joelle’s practice share another feature: both name their experiments using evocative metaphors: “garden forest” and “abandoned farming.” These metaphors not only capture the central governing principle of each farm but evoke images with alternative aesthetics. A “garden forest” does not conjure neat rows and paths and monocrops, but something dense, heterogeneous, teeming with life, and yet serene. Likewise, an “abandoned farm” suggests human habitation that is overgrown, planted but gone to seed, a link to a past literally overwhelmed by the urgency of life. It yields food from the “primary infrastructures” of soil without resorting to the “back-up mechanisms” of hazardous chemicals and human physical labor. The metaphors intervene in our imagination, proposing alternative images of food production practices that are enticing—perhaps as enticing as the spotless apple of conventional agriculture.
4.4 A Community Bonded with Sticky Rice

Throughout their experiments, whether they end in failure, success, or something in between, the labor of the farmers of Shengou Village is infused with intimacy. *Intimacy* here means more than the regular acquaintance that arises out of daily work with plants, soil, and fauna. It is more than an intellectual understanding of the effects of nonhumans living in the rice paddies and fruit orchard, from waterfowl, golden treasure snails, to pesticides and other forms of toxicity. *Intimacy* is a shared way of being and a feeling of recognition, of mutuality, a sense that another is “of one’s flesh” [23]. Pursuing such intimacy is a life purpose of longtime resident of Shengou Village Mei-Hong Zhu, owner, manager, head chef, and server at Mei-Hong Diner. With no fixed menu, she offers home-style dishes made with locally grown organic produce. She tries to create a sense of “eating at Mei-Hong’s home.”

Visiting her diner in late fall of 2017, one walks into its single room adorned with wood, bricks, and tatami sitting. The restaurant’s commitment to environmentalism is evident: its restroom features a box of peat, later to be used as fertilizer, rather than a conventional toilet with running water. Back in the seating room, a blackboard lists the day’s specials, indicating where the ingredients were sourced. Cups of steaming purple sticky rice tea, hand-roasted by Mei-Hong, are ready. She serves two dishes—one of rice and local vegetables, the other Mei-Hong’s reinterpretation of Japanese Ochazuke, a dish in which hot tea is poured over cooked rice topped with few other simple ingredients (Figure 2).

Mei-Hong tells how she and her husband, Chin-Sung Lai, came be regarded as the core of the small farmer collective in Shengou Village. Chin-Sung, like Xing-Yan, pursued advanced education in engineering, in his case in Japan, but, in 2004, the couple returned to Yilan. Mei-Hong leased rice paddies from her relatives to experiment in eco-farming approaches. Witnessing other Yilan farm holders moving to the city, Mei-Hong and Chin-Sung saw an opportunity to bring more eco-friendly farmers to Yilan. Relying neither on kinship nor commerce, the couple initiated a project Two Hundred Hectares (兩百畝), which leases rice paddies to farmers if they promise not use chemicals when caring for the land. The couple then used the program to teach these farmers everything from organic wet rice farming to eco-friendly ways to collect and re-move golden treasure snails.

The couple were also instrumental in developing a parallel initiative: The GuDong Club or Grain Shareholder Club (穀東樂部). Each shareholder contributes financially every year, based on household rice consumption needs, to pay for all farming tasks in Shengou Village, from renting farm lands, to planting, weeding, harvesting, rice-milling, transportation and storage of rice, and fallow management. Shareholders collaboratively determine how much to plant and set rice prices each year. They also share farming-related risks such as weather and pest damage, as a bartered insurance plan. In Shengou Village, many of the 300+ Club members regularly participate in farming activities, and some even started farming on their own years later.

The two initiatives — Two Hundred Hectares and The Grain Shareholder Club — replaced a failing conventional agricultural area with a thriving eco-farming community. The economic decline of farmers in Yilan mirrors that of many other agricultural communities throughout the world. As the profession increasingly became seen as neither economically viable nor desirable to work in, children of family farmers moved to the city to pursue different careers. Rich urbanites bought up the emptying family farmhouses as vacation homes, while the ancestral farms, no longer operating, became bucolic scenery for the vacationers. Such trends impact food sovereignty and the capacity for neighborhoods (and, indeed, whole countries) to provide healthy, locally-sourced sustenance.

In such a context, Mei-Hong and Chin-Sung help replace the family farm structure with a non-kin/odd-kin format, which entails “surviving-together and becoming together through forging more-than-human alliances” [103]. Cementing these social bonds is not kinship, but rather working together on land they do not even own and agreeing to conduct that work in a certain way: avoiding chemicals and nurturing multispecies collaborations with insects, small critters, and even fungi in the rice paddy ecology. In the words of cultural anthropologist and Land Dyke farmer Yan-Ling Tsai, such multispecies co-survival “harbors some hope for a different aligned politics and a more inclusive and liveable Anthropocene” [103].

Mei-Hong explains how the couple helps new farmers acclimate into working and living in Shengou Village:

> When an aspiring farmer arrives in Shengou, my husband Chin-Sung would help her/him find the land to farm, and I find a house for her/him to live… when something comes up, we are always there to offer help. Over time, people just show up at our door regardless whether they need anything from us … We don’t subscribe to the idea of “minding one’s own business” here. … We are here to live, to lead a good and happy life… part of it is to make it possible for others to get going fast and be successful in however they define the success to be… I like the newcomers and want them to stay in the village, to feel the energy and hope like we do, so I help them. … to me, the important thing is not so much about how to make a living here; it is whether one has the desire to live here that matters the most.

Mei-Hong creates connections and social infrastructure that make it possible for a community of eco-friendly farmers to thrive...
in Shengou, where the food she prepares plays a role in sustaining these new families. She explains,

One day the kids who grow up in Shengou might leave the village for education or work, but I hope they remember soy sauce in the summer and smoked meat in the winter when they are away, that the smell and taste of my food will forever stay with them and will remind them of Shengou, and become a source of positive energy to carry them through hard times.

Proust’s account of a madeleine cake [88] exemplifies the idea that the earliest tastes of childhood remain with us across our lives. We are anchored in these early memories; all that is comfortable and right in the world is bound up with and activated by these smells and tastes. The family farm once comprised an economic system, social structure, ideology, set of places and practices, and intimate memories of food and family. As that system collapses in Yilan, Mei-Hong serves up an alternative, one farmer, one plot, and one bowl at a time.

Anthropologist Gray conducted an ethnography of sheep farmers in Scotland, in which he sought to understand the relations among humans, sheep, and land. He introduces a concept called *emplacement*, which refers to the “relational configuration of humans, animals, and land in which shepherds and sheep—in their own way according to their particular abilities—create an embodied sense of place through mutually attending to each other’s motivated movement over the landscape” [42]. Emplacement entails a relationship of intimacy, where land, farmers and sheep mutually shape and define each other, a relationship so significant that conventional structures of ownership and economic production barely reach it. We see an analogue in Mei-Hong’s efforts to build and sustain a community of new eco-farmers in Shengou. These, too, constitute acts of emplacement that bind together non-kin/odd-kin farmers; their wet and snail-filled paddies, their “abandoned farms” and “garden forests”; the weedy biosphere under the waxing and waning moon. In Shengou Village, economic viability is an important outcome, but it is not an end in itself. The end is “whether one has the desire to live here.”

5 GLIMPSES OF “HERE”

We argued earlier in the essay that the kinds of experiments that we study often embody the values, strategies, and tactics of posthumanism and care ethics, providing glimpses into a future where they could be more common place or operating at a greater scale. Using cases of farming from Taiwan, we have shown how the prioritization of (more-than-human) respect, intimacy, and interdependence has changed practice. We will now consider three ideas derived from this research that might contribute to efforts to transition HCI and design away from anthropocentric functionalism towards a more care-oriented discipline. The three ideas are as follows: pursuing “wanting to live here” via place-based common resources, the pursuit of a posthuman engineering that is aware of IT’s participation in biosystems, and the prototyping of land-based care collectives. We do not mean to propose these ideas as “right” or sufficient. Rather, we wish “to engage critically and with curiosity” [108] in considering them as worlding [46]. Following Shaowen Bardzell [6], we engage them as “utopian glimmers,” that is, fleeting and fragmented images of what HCI and design might look like.

5.1 Wanting to Live Here

Shengou farmers are productive, in the sense that they do produce food and knowledge, yet that is not what shapes their shared identity. It is a whole way of being: an economic vision, an ideology, a set of formal and informal contracts, shared practices of making and production, a kind of social belonging, a collection of symbols and rituals, and an experienced sense of collocation. Visiting, the village feels as dense, heterogeneous, and fertile as Xing-Yan’s garden; it offers for the farmers a deeply satisfying way to live, as confirmed by Mei-Hong: “to me, the important thing is not so much about how to make a living here; it is whether one has the desire to live here that matters the most.” In contrast, the agrarian and industrial revolutions produced a focus on generating economic wealth and societies are increasingly realizing that it did so at the expense of our desire to live “here”—whether “here” refers to specific localities, including polluted cities or factories requiring harsh and repetitive labor, or the planet itself, with its colossal storms, floods, and wildfires, its pandemics, and its vulnerability in the face of providing even the basics of life, including food and safe water.

We are not suggesting a reversion back to the days before the industrial revolution. Indeed, the crop farming in process at that time already shared many of the commitments that we are hoping to change [78, 94]. Rather, we are seeing in Mei-Hong an entire system of being with the land. If HCI is to move away from anthropocentric functionalism toward care; if it is to look beyond the efficiency of human-machine relationships to pursue values of respect, interconnectedness, concrete relations that are infused with meaning for all parties (on whatever terms), and ongoing acts of care—then “but is it economically productive?” cannot be the bottom-line question. Perhaps “but do we want to live here?” could be. It remains self-centered as an approach, but invokes the concept of “emplacement,” introduced above. In doing so, it reinstates judgment, sensation and desire into our formulae. It allows us to continue to discuss who the “we” of the question may be: all of humanity or all living creatures? Emplacement, as a making of place through the intimacy of developing and enduring relations among all—human and non-human—who share land, becomes not just an inevitable process of entanglement through proximity, but a deliberate strategy that involves engagement with land, diversification, local management and ongoing relation-building.

In such a place, livelihood remains important. As noted earlier, many of the Shengou farmers have separate employment in other professions and we are not holding this up as a currently viable independent financial model in competition with other farming systems. Instead we are demonstrating a different economic approach: care is manifested within the farming structure, in economic structures that both diminish risk and support life, including equivalents to insurance, access to local and urban markets, and diverse supports for all aspects of farming practices and cycles. Shengou’s innovation is not that it has rejected contemporary forms of exchange, such as insurance. It is rather that it has reconfigured some of those exchanges and thereby supplemented them with what Light and Miskelly call “relational assets” [65, 66].
Relational assets are the emergent capacities that come with the accumulation of multiple collaborative care initiatives within a locale. They are part of a virtuous spiral that promotes agency and pro-social values. They are place-based rather than individual; beneficial to everyone within a neighborhood to some degree; and emerge through the accumulation of processes, initiatives and tools for sharing resources, developed through local collaborations and the exercise of goodwill. The Two Hundred Hectares and GuDong Club support the development of relational assets, embodying both formal and goodwill exchanges. That is, they feature arrangements that formally recognize shareholder rights and also exchanges that do not entail immediate reciprocity, expressed in Mei-Hong’s “we are always there to offer help” not asking for anything in return because “I like newcomers and want them to stay in the village, to feel the energy and hope like we do.” Nonetheless, tourism, property leasing, rail- and highway-based transport infrastructure, import/export, university connections, high speed internet, podcasts, and so on, tie Shengou to the city and indeed the rest of Asia. While this may beg the question of what happens if every village adopted these same tactics, it is not glib to say we are so far from this point that this is the least of our concerns. Instead we point to these ways of thinking as transitional and transformative. The point is that the economic infrastructure is a resource in service of a living place, not the other way around.

Designing to cultivate relational assets has several benefits. One is that its location-based nature puts an emphasis on land use and the importance of place, which is often abstracted out of system and platform design. Another is that it extends to non-human actors, helping to undercut the anthropocentrism of most design. A third is that they are capacity-building, generating their own energy once set in motion. Finally, relational assets should not be unfamiliar to HCI: in some ways, they can be read as a subspecies of “boundary objects,” whose implications for communities of practice as well as communities of interest have been developed into mature theoretical perspectives in the HCI research literature. To those communities, we might add a third: communities of flourishing.

5.2 From Posthuman Engineering to Biotechnical Interactions

Shengou farmers have not only reconfigured social structures, but also how we might understand the engineering profession, as we found in Xing-Yan’s personal history. The apparently radical change in his career from urban software engineer to rural farmer masks the underlying continuities between his chosen employments. It is likely, for example, that his childhood experiences as a farmer contributed to his interest in studying engineering. And coming back full circle decades later, his engineering skills were visible throughout his farming. He developed automated and semi-automated systems to support a systemic and ongoing knowledge about his farms (e.g., soil health, microbiological processes, temperature). He used a free/libre open source methodology to develop and replicate both the systems and their outputs to local farmers. He was well aware of inefficiencies and the actors—human and non-human—best positioned to address them, and he optimized both human and non-human labor configurations to get agricultural work done, augmenting human intelligence (e.g., with networks of sensors and data visualizations) and human labor (e.g., with automated systems, such as the snail collector, and by allowing the natural world to manage itself so humans need not). However, he never prioritized efficiency as an end in itself. (Though he definitely prioritizes human crops at the expense of feeding snails.)

Xing-Yan never stopped engineering. Today, he continues to build systems. But instead of using his engineering abilities to dominate and control his environment—as in conventional industrial agriculture—he subordinates his engineering ability to the governance of nature. As nature prefers resilient and heterogeneous biosystems, Xing-Yan uses his advanced training to do his part to support the flourishing of such biosystems. In other words, Xing-Yan’s success as a farmer is not contingent on his turning back on engineering; he seems successful in large part because of his engineering ability. Returning to the dilemma with which we opened the essay—can HCI a discipline that contributes to environmental crisis thanks to its anthropocentric functionalism, bring about global change toward nurturing life?—we suggest that Xing-Yan’s career proves it is at least possible. We find hope in this, because it gestures towards the possibility of addressing environmental crisis by moving forward, rather than by disavowing our present and attempting to return to a romanticized past. Designers can still design; HCI can still make things. In rethinking what we design, we do not negate design, but consider where we put our efforts (e.g., [62])). Xing-Yan’s story shows a way that any of us could realign our thinking beyond control methodologies [73].

We could also view Xing-Yan by taking a historical perspective. The three waves or paradigms of HCI [17,47] respectively focused on systems in support of (individual) human-machine interactions, broadening into organizational and collaborative systems in the workplace, and then broadening further to the entire human life-world. Xing-Yan’s approach broadens further to biosystems—open source systems featuring biomimicry and biomeasurements, systems that support biological health and processes. With such a perspective, HCI—as it once shifted from one-person, one-terminal systems to sociotechnical systems—today might now shift again to shape the emergence of what we think of as biotechnical interactions.

5.3 Prototyping care collectives

We started this journey in the scale-infested orchard, where monocropping and its vulnerabilities overwhelmed the farmers when they attempted to remove the orchard’s dependency on pesticides. Yet the Land Dyke farmers were trying to prototype a different kind of farming, a prototype that happened, in this case, to fail. Notably, they marked this infrastructural breakdown as a kind of event, thanks to the ways they reported the breakdown to the community, making it accessible for learning. Other prototypes, such as their “abandoned farms” were more successful—in 2019, at least.

Prototyping alternative ways of being must forever be reinvented, tried and tried again. Both successes and failures, however, are of a piece—or, more properly, of a place. That is, experiments such as the ones summarized above are not only enacted by the specific individuals behind them, but by a community that has come together,
Wanting to view day-to-day—all merely to mal there in. Functionalism; that search conicity form. Mei-Hong ship, is grow living automated; on achieved the 66. To a way the HCI, is this our, and practical—e.g., how people can experiment and learn as part of their day-to-day—all being important parts of being able to flourish that the infrastructure of monolithic IT systems has a tendency to close down.

6 Conclusion

We opened the essay wondering how a discipline that puts human-technology relations at the center of its practice might be positioned to contribute to the transformations needed to address looming climate crisis. We did so in the context that the concern for human-technology relations has furthered paradigms of ever-increasing production via value extraction. Along with others, within and outside of HCI and design, we take a perspective based on a deep commitment to interdependence that challenges anthropocentrism and the rationalist epistemologies and practices driving it [46,108]. Again, critiques of rationalism in HCI are hardly new, yet mainstream HCI, in spite of a number of serious efforts, is not where many in the sustainable HCI community believes it needs to be. This reflects the difficulty of the goal—to reposition a field tied to economic growth agendas. What becomes clear in readings from ecofeminism [8,56,39,111,112] and care ethics [5,11,62,64,89,90] is that the ethos of our whole system has to change if we are to achieve sustainable futures.

With these case studies, we hold a mirror to HCI from a different field, that of agriculture, and attempt two related tasks: to reconsider basic principles of making and production in the light of these farming practices and to offer a vision of how we, as practitioners, might change ourselves to support the transition to new principles and new ways of designing in the world. We do this by pursuing fragments and glimmers of a different way of socially organizing places where food is grown, and lives, including but not limited to human, are nurtured. In line with current thinking in SCHI [12,67,80,13,44,58,81,95,105], this is not just to change superficial design components, nor even an intellectual challenge to the underpinning philosophy of the field, but rather an attempt to imagine and to implement a whole new system: a holistic composition of philosophy, practice, material living, place, and ideology. It is to speak of the socio-technical infrastructure of new relations, but also of making the change. As our first example shows, it takes more than a commitment not to use pesticide; it takes a rethinking of crops, crop management and expectations of productivity. The alternative, the tweaks, merely resulted eventually in a threat to the whole crop and that of the neighbors’, and the absolute compromise of a return to spraying. This, in itself, is a metaphor for where we stand as makers. The system needs re-designing, not just our responses to its effects.

None of these changes requires swearing off technology or developing a nostalgic yearning for a pre-industrial economy. Neither do they require rejecting humans’ desire to make things, or designers’ desire to design things. We offer here a much more positive take-home: if we argue that design as a discipline is responsible for revealing and delivering desiderata [82], then it follows that our conception of a re-designed design should still do so. What if this function of design—to reveal and to deliver desiderata—was directed at biological flourishing, rather than economic growth? What new forms of life and economy would fall out? How might we “like to live here”? We saw how Xing-Yan, Joelle, and Mei-Hong designed new farming practices and infrastructures, giving them
metaphorical names that implied something more aesthetic—a vision of a good life, of a way of being in the world and relating to others. Of course, this begs the question of desirable to whom? Recent movements toward justice and sustainable lifestyles suggest that a majority across the world is seeking a “new normal” that acknowledges what is wrong with current exploitative systems.

However, if we attend with this level of granularity to our cases’ achievements, it becomes obvious that this form of engagement with land and with other living beings is not possible to scale and therefore cannot offer a single alternative to business as usual. There is much in the mood and concepts that is portable, and, we argue, the question: “do we want to live here?” could guide future development. But in prototyping new arrangements, the search for scalable definitive answers is another practice that we need to reconsider. Local solutions that respond to local conditions will be more important than the homogeneity underpinning mass scale operations, from agriculture’s monocrops to architecture’s modular building components to the data preparation upon which artificial intelligence depends. This is why we say that the prototyping is ongoing.

Throughout the research in Shengou, we observed a small scale yet comprehensive restructuring of society. Exchanges of goods, money, and labor are still present, but they are not oriented towards wealth creation or “getting ahead”; instead, they are oriented at sustaining a way of life perceived as desirable—sustainable both in terms of meeting people’s across the seasons and over the years, and also at meeting wants: for fellowship, flavorful home cooking, a dynamic and physical relationship with the land. Traditional professional roles, including entrepreneurs, biologists, engineers, teachers, and even media personalities are also present, but again, these roles are often structured in ways other than what one might find elsewhere: engineering subordinated to natural processes, rather than controlling them; entrepreneurship where the primary vision is not to generate revenue but to be able to eat in the kind of restaurant you believe should be on the corner. Common agricultural challenges, such as pests and bad weather, are also manifest in Shengou, but the attitudes and strategies used to address them have likewise been reconfigured to fit the community ethos—socially and chemically. Although Xingyan’s plot’s appearance was such that we initially didn’t even realize that it was a farm plot, nonetheless it actually was a farm plot. To be sure, the relationships among food producing plants, weeds, soil health, and human and non-human labor alike had been redistributed, but like any other farm, it was intentionally designed to produce food, it was maintained, it had a logical and visual structure that fit its purpose. From one perspective, everything changed, but from another, nothing changed.

If our interlocutors in Taiwan provide glimmers of an alternative future, then we see that design might benefit from a similar restructuring. This requires more than critiques of rationalism or appeals to posthumanist and/or care theory, important first steps though they may be. And it would entail some rejections as well: it would reject Simon’s separation of the “artificial” and “natural” worlds [96]; it would refuse to use or to produce the toxic; it would treat modular simplifications—from factories to plantations—with suspicion. It would question whether it is extracting from—as opposed to sustaining—people and environments. It would depend on, rather than attempt to replace or simulate, natural processes and nonhuman actors. It would be rooted in place, and specifically land, and it would respond to the needs of local ecologies, revering life rather than ideas of technological progress. This would force questions as to how global networks stay locally relevant (or even if they have a future in a recognizable form); what practices and tools resist extractivism in ICT production and deployment; how minority cultures and ways of knowing might be supported better; and how systems can promote life-affirming rather than humiliating or distracting [67] outcomes.

But it could also entail, we believe, preservation, that is, keeping but restructuring much of what design already is. Design is already powerful in making symbols for change (e.g., the Extinction Rebellion hourglass: [113]). It is already being the change it wants to see (e.g. solidarity [109], Transition Towns [107]). It is effective at revealing desires that people didn’t know they had [82]. Each of these qualities is worth preserving. Further, as Alexander [18] reminds us, design processes can unfold in nature-like ways—that is, as situated in and reproducing what he calls “living structures”—or they can be created in non-living ways: “processes which work against the existing life of a place, which fragment it, ignore it, cut across it, do damage” ([18], p3). Instead of cutting across existing life, he continues, we need a conception of the design “process itself as a budding, as unfolding through which the future grows from the present in a way that is dominated by the goodness of the moment” ([18], p12). And the goodness of the moment is “guided by the minute-to-minute necessity of caring, dynamically, for the feelings and well-being of another” ([18], p9). This is not sentimentality, but a recognition of the necessity for life to create new life, not merely to extract from existing life: to act otherwise is to defuture.

Shengou is a place where one might like to live, because, following Alexander’s logic, what is good about the village has emerged out of the goodness of the village. This requires us to consider how we regard place, not just as a backdrop for our work, nor merely as a rich socio-semantic context, but as providing the physical materials and sites of production, consumption, and disposal in designing—not “a place to live” but “a living place.” HCI has encountered “place” in many contexts, but often as a shell for innovation not a partner in material craft [62]. Here we draw attention to the extreme situatedness of what has been achieved in Shengou. For example, the socially shared dinners enjoyed in the restaurant are satisfying not only because the food tastes good or reminds one of home, but because the food is of home: it made here by the same hands now used to consume it, wholesomely done in accordance with cultural values, practices, and tastes of Shengou. As Light and Miskelley argue in the context of technology [66], there are social and ecological benefits to keeping the skills and means of production, as well as the product, local. In our parallel examination of how people have challenged anthropocentric functionalism in the agricultural sector, we note similar matters of situatedness and scale. Sitting at the table, one can feel the food not only in digesting it, in that feeling of satiety, but in the relaxing of the sore muscles that helped to produce it. This description sounds in some ways idyllic, but it is not a fantasy utopia; its sustained existence and growth offers proof that agriculture—and by extension, other disciplines that shape environments, such as HCI and design—can be a living structure—a “design process itself as a budding.”

